Theorem
1. If G is a group, then the following condition ere equivalent:
(ij an element g e G is a product of n elements from V (ii) there are such elements g 1 ,g 2 ,...,g n e G that S = ë-]g2««»ê n an <3 there is a system of représentants x-^ -1 of the classes C^ (j=1,...,nj from i\ m such that 3 J.Ambrosiewioz
(1) g 1 x i., g 2 x iQ-1 6 n e K m*
The theorem results from the following two lemmas. Lemma 1. If G is a group, then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) the element ge G is a oroduct of n elements from K .
m*
(ii) there are elements g1 ,g2,... ,gn e G that g = g-,gg.
• .gn and there is a system of elements k^,kg,. with (k^1) = s i"' k i' ls i d°es ao* belong to km for each sie G, too.
Proof.
Since the set K m is normal, the following expressions are equivalent:
By analogous transformations we see that (3) is equivalent to Proof. The element g = ba baba ba belongs to K^. In our situation the elements of the form (1) in the same way, we can prove also that K"K 2 G. Since the group PSL(2,Z) and < a,b;a*,b3 > are isomorphic, we have the following result.
Corollary 3.1. The group PSL(2,Z) does not have the property '//.
The problem of factoring a matrix A e PSL(2,Z) into the product of n elements of finite order leads to the problem of solving complicated Diophant's equation of 2(n-1) degree with 2(n-1) variables.
Since there is a simple algorithm, based on the use of transvections permiting to pass from the element A € PSL(2,Z) -2 3 to a corresponding element A of < a,b;a ,b^> , then the Thebrem 1 reduces the difficult problem of factoring a matrix into n factors of order m to very easy calculations.
Theorem 1 gives us also'the possibility of deciding about solvability of certain Diophantine equations without solving them.
The method of factorizing of-element ifrom PSL(2,Z) can be transfered to certain classes'of groups GL(n,K), where K is a ring or field, because we have GL(n,K) = gJ?(t 13 (<x) t d(/3) : a , fi e K, i t j ) (see [3] ).
In several papers (for examples in [4]) the authors study the problem of covering a group by sets C m C m . If C m = = C m U then to this covering problem we can use Theorem.1 too.
